LUTINX INC. IS GLOBAL INNOVATION.
AMERICAN VISION, SWISS PRECISION, AND ITALIAN HEART
LutinX is an international company that offers a patented system for legally certifying data, whatever it is. Its
technological heart natively offers Blockchain technology, a proprietary environment for verifying personal
identity and unique applications developed in compliance with AML and Privacy regulations. In a world full
of offers, LutinX has specialized in digital data certification, focusing its growth in the areas of Culture,
Education and Sport in compliance with all European standards LutinX is the natural technological partner
for the digital transition in compliance with environment and PNRR and offers specific auditing solutions for
each activity that can be financed.
Blockchain and Artificial Intelligence are within everyone's reach with LutinX for true governance of
knowledge and data.
For LutinX ecology is about action and not just words. It is a company with zero CO2 emissions, and which
ensures that for each license sold a new tree is planted directly by associations specializing in
environmental sustainability. Since its inception LutinX has supported voluntary and social support projects
in Italy, Europe and Africa, such as helping the homeless via the Papaboys association, the building of
diabetes clinics, construction of wells and primary schools in Dakar, Tambakounda, Conakry, Freetown and
Kaduna (West Africa), foster homes for the children of those convicted of Mafia crimes and many other
associations in Italy, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan and India.
With the LutinX.com Project we want to give value to people and create a new digital environment, secure,
and based on the certainty of data and identity.
LutinX Inc. was founded by Alessandro Civati Italian, Milanese, economic studies at the Catholic University,
passion for new technologies, and visionary. Alessandro was one of the first Smart Card certifiers in Italy,
again in 1999 he brought Network Solutions - world leader in the registration of web domains - in our
country and since 2007 he took up assignments first from the government of Pakistan and then from other
governments Africans for the economic development of their countries. In his career, entrepreneurship has
always been combined with volunteering, with initiatives developed in the areas of the United Nations and
the Holy See.
Dr. Civati is convinced that in an era "where everyone is online" and everyone has their say, "our priority
mustbe to offer a platform which is simple to use, complies with the rules and protects creativity and
intellectual property in its various forms (which might include an architect's draft on a placemat, a university
professor developing a lesson, or composing a symphony by humming it for the first time, and much, much
more) as well as giving every citizen a simple and effective tool to always carry with him/her, which certifies
his/her skills, abilities and passions in an objective way. "To date LutinX operates in over ten countries, with
private, corporate and institutional clients.
In Italy, the references that have used and use LutinX Inc. Blockchain solutions since 2018 include INAIL,
Terna, The Ministry of Education, Huawei, Ernst & Young, AXA, Lazio Innova, DiCultHer, Ebafos, Firass-Spp ,
IEEE, ICDO, DTC Lazio, the Roma Tre University, the Sapienza University, the Parthenope University of
Naples, the Giustino Fortunato University, the University of Turin, the Region of Sicily, the I.R.S.S.A.T., The
Calabria Regional School Office, the Assoreti Istituzioni, the Red Cross, the Doplhin Foundation and the
LIONS Club.
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